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 Multicore processor combines two or more independent cores onto one integrated circuit. 
Although it offers a good performance in terms of the execution time, there are still many 
metrics such as number of cores, power, memory and more that effect on multicore 
performance and reduce it. This paper gives an overview about the evolution of the 
multicore architecture with a comparison between single, Dual and Quad. Then we 
summarized some of the recent related works implemented using multicore architecture and 
show the factors that have an effect on the performance of multicore parallel architecture 
based on their results. Finally, we covered some of the distributed parallel system concepts 
and present a comparison between them and the multiprocessor system characteristics. 
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1. Introduction  

Multicore is one of the parallel computing architectures which 
consists of two or more individual units (cores) that read and write 
CPU instruction on a single chip [1]. Multicore processor can run 
multiple instructions at the same time which increase speed of 
program execution and performance. 

Original processor has one core, dual core processor has two cores, 
quad core processor has four cores, hexa core has six, octa core 
has eight, deca contains ten cores and so on. Gordon Moore 
predicted many that number of cores on the chip will be doubled 
once in every 18 months keeping in mind performance and cost 
which is known as Moore’s Law [2, 3, 4]. 

Each core in the multicore processor should not be necessarily 
faster than single core processor, but the overall performance of 
the multicore is better by handling many tasks in parallel [5]. 

The implementation of the multicore could be in different ways, 
homogeneous or heterogeneous depending on the application 
requirements. In the homogeneous architecture, all the cores are 
identical, and they break up the overall computations and run 
them in parallel to improve overall performance of the processor 

[6]. The heterogenous cores have more than one type of cores, 
they are not identical, each core can handle different application. 
The later has better performance in terms of less power 
consumption as will be shown later [2]. 

In general, performance refers to the time needed to execute a 
given task, which in other words can be expressed as the 
frequency multiplied by the number of instructions executed per 
clock cycle as given in formula 1. 

Performance = Instructions executed Per Clock Cycle * Frequency      (1) 

Both frequency and instruction per clock cycle are important to 
processor performance which can be increased by the increasing 
of these two factors. Unfortunately, high frequency has some 
implications on the power consumption. 

The power problem is very important, while performance still 
desired as predictions from the ITRS Roadmap [7] predicting a 
need for 300x more performance by 2022 with a chip with 100x 
more cores than current one [8] as shown in Figure 1. 

Power    =  Voltage2    *   frequency                        (2)  

The multicore processor designer should balance between power 
(which related to the voltage and frequency) and instructions per 
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cycle (IPC, which is related to the speed and throughput) when 
developing processors to get a high performance and power 
efficiency of the processor. 

 

Figure 1: ITRS Roadmap for frequency, number of data processing elements 
(DPE) and overall performance [7, 8]. 

In this paper, an overview is given about multicore processor and 
its improvements, with focusing on introducing some of main 
constraints that effect on the performance of multicore. The rest 
of this paper is organized as follow: Section 2 gives a brief 
introduction about evolution of multicore architecture, Dual and 
Quad core with their advantages and disadvantages. Section 3 
surveys some of the recent applications that had been 
implemented using multicore. Section 4 Describes the distributed 
systems, and section 5 gives the conclusion. 

2. From single core to multi core 

2.1. Single core processor  

Single chip multiprocessors implement multiple processor cores 
on the same chip which provides a high performance with a shared 
memory. To understand the difference between performance of a 
single core and multicore processors, a brief detail is given for 
them below. Single CPU with single core refers to the processor 
that contains single core [9], it is simple, not used and not 
manufactured much.  Figure 2 presents the main components of 
single core architecture. 

Bus interface

ALU

Register File

Single core chip

The single core

The system bus

 
Figure 2: single CPU single core architecture [9] 

A set of advantages and disadvantages for using single core are 
summarized below: 

Advantages of single CPU single Core architecture  

• It takes less power to run single CPU with single core, for that 
it can be used for light processing such as OIT environment 
with no need for high powerful computer and at same time 
sensor node needs type of processor which does consume a 
lot of power and energy. 

• Runs cooler: needs fewer number of van for cooling. 
 
Disadvantages of using single CPU and single core   
• Run slower: the advanced architectures that contain more 

than one core on a single processor is much faster than single 
CPU with single core processor. 

• Freezing or can’t run different modern applications such as 
application which have heavy computing, this type of 
application can’t be executed using single CPU single core. 

• The memory needs bigger cache size, latency still not in line 
with processors speed. 

2.2. Multicore processor 

Which refers to another advanced version of processor. It consists 
of more than one core of processor to increase the overall 
performance of processing.  This version of processor called 
implies that contain two or more cores in the same physical 
package where each of these cores have its own pipeline and 
resources to execute different instructions without causing any 
problem. The main architecture for multicore processor is 
Multiple Instruction Multiple Data stream (MIMD). All of these 
threads can be executed at different cores on the same stream with 
same shared memory, for that these cores were implemented on 
the same computer instead of using single processor with single 
core shared with memory, as shown in Figure 3 [10]. 
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Figure 3: Multicore processor with shared memory [10] 
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Based on the idea of multicore processor which contains several 
processors ‘cores’ and packages inside single physical processor 
it increases overall performance of machine by allow more than 
one instruction to be executed at the same unit of time. As a result, 
simple multicore processors have better performance than 
complex single core processors [11]. 

Main advantages of multicore processor 

• Allows cache coherency circuitry to operate at higher clock 
rate than is possible. 

• Combining equivalent CPU on a single die can increase and 
improve the performance of cache snoop significantly. 

• Many applications such as Customer Relationship 
Management, larger databases, Enterprise Resource Planning, 
e-commerce and virtualization can get a big benefit of 
multicore. 

Multicore Challenges 

There are a set of problems that arise when the multiple cores are 
implemented on a single chip [12]. Some of them are described 
below. 

• Power and temperature problem, having multicores on the 
same chip will generates more heat and consumes more 
power than single CPU on a chip which can be solved by 
turning off unused cores to limit the amount of power. 

• The need for enhancing in the interconnection network and 
bus network: managing the time required to handle memory 
requests to enhance speed and reducing communications 
between cores. 

• The need of programming in parallel environment: the 
programmer needs to learn how to write a code for running a 
program on multicore instead of single core. As the total 
amount of cores on single chip is increasing as per Moore’s 
law, the quantity of parallelism should be doubled during 
development of the software. 

• Denial of memory services, cores on the same chip share 
same the DRAM memory system and when multiple 
programs or branch of program run at multicore at the same 
time it will interfered with other memory access request. 

• Multithread problem for multi core technology, starvation 
problem may occur if program developed to be run on a 
single thread while environment is multithread. This will 
cause a starvation where one thread is working, and others 
are idle. 

• cache coherence problem, where different cores write and 
read on cache memory 

There are different versions of multicore processor start from dual 
core technology [11], the CPU contains dual core, that is having 
two actual execution units on a single integrated circuit [9]. This 
refers to initial version of improvement of multicore technology 

which has a lot of advantages and strongest point over old version 
of single core technology as it is easy for switching from single 
core processor to dual core processor with greater performance 
and low electrical costs comparing with single core technology. 
For everyone who can follow information technology industry 
knows that it is difficult and costs to increase the speed scale of 
clock rate for any processor, which means higher clock frequency 
and needs more heat. This will increase temperature of the chip 
which in turn needs to be cooling to reduce it [12]. In the dual core 
processor, the cores can execute programs in parallel which 
increase performance and at the same time the cores are not 
clocked at higher frequency which consumes more energy 
efficient. The design of the cores allows those who do not have 
any job (idle) to power down and when needed it can be powered 
up again which save power at all. The energy efficient 
performance for the dual core is shown in Figure 4, which shows 
how reduced clock frequency by five has more performance 
comparing with single core which consumes the  same power but 
with maximum frequency. 

 

Figure 4: Dual core processor at 20% reduced clock frequency effectively delivers 
73% more performance while approximately using the same power as a single core 
processor at maximum frequency. [13,14] 

Another advantage of using dual core processor rather than using 
single core processor refers to reducing the overall cost of 
processing, before dual core investment the users need to build 
dual processor units that had computing power same as single 
dual core processor with double cost of single computer with dual 
core. 

Figure 5 presents the architecture of dual core processor that can 
execute different thread. Cores run without interference with each 
other. 

As we have advantages for dual core technology there are 
disadvantages as follows 

Some programs are not designed to run on more than one core, a 
single core processor will run such program faster than dual core. 
Running that programs on dual core will decrease performance. 

If a single core CPU has a significantly greater clock speed than 
dual core CPU, then single core CPU can outperform dual core 
CPU. 
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Figure 5: Dual core processor 

2.3. Quad core technology 

This refers to another version of multicore technology which 
contains four cores on the same chip or single processor which 
allows more threads to be executed in parallel which will lead to 
have higher performance than single and dual core processor. 
Figure 6 shows the architecture for quad core processor which 
allows four threads to be executed at the same time. 
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Figure 6: Quad Core Architecture which contains four cores. 

Main advantages of using quad core technology  

First advantage refers to increase performance and power of 
execution instructions which will lead to execute up to four 
processes at the same time. 

Another advantage of quad core refers to the ability to run 
different programs which need heavy processing such as anti-
virus programs and graphical applications which need high 
processing for that these technologies can be run smoothly  

Other advantages over all previous multicore technology refer to 
less heat and power consuming because this technology was 
designed small and efficient 

Other advantage of using quad core technology refers to Use for 
long term: The problem with Moore’s Law is that it practically 
guaranteed that your computer would be obsolete in about 24 
months. Since few software programs are programmed to run on 
dual core, much less quad core, these processors are actually way 
ahead of software development. 

Disadvantages of using Quad core technology 

The main disadvantage of quad core technology refers to high 
power consuming which is higher than dual core technology  

A challenge in using quad core technology refers to the ability of 
the software to investigate parallel quad core technology. The 
software cannot take the benefit of parallelism in quad core 
technology if the program has a large sequential part that cannot 
be separated. 

In order to compare between single core and multiprocessor 
parallel architectures performance, a set of metrics should be 
considered. Table 1 introduces such comparison. 

3. Applications and algorithms build using multicore 
architecture 

In order to show the efficiency of using multicore parallel 
architecture over sequential one, this section will give a survey of 
the state-of-the-art of parallel implementations proposed for a 
particular application using multicore architecture. 

In [15], authors proposed a parallel implementation for Proclus 
algorithm using multicore architecture. The results of the 
implementations showed an enhancement on the performance of 
the algorithm in terms of running time for a large dataset. 

In [16], a parallel implementation for maxflow problem using 
multicore had been proposed by dividing graph in to a set of 
augmenting paths where each path can run on a single thread. The 
results showed a good enhancement according to the execution 
time comparing with sequential version. 

A parallel implementation for RSA algorithm using multicore 
architecture had been proposed in [17]. The main contribution of 
the work is the enhancing in speed of the algorithm when using a 
hybrid system with multicore CPU and GPUs (graphics 
processing unit that is composed of hundreds of cores) with 
variable key size. 

Authors in [18] implemented merge sort which is a divide-and-
conquer sorting algorithm on Java threading application 
programing interface (API) environment which allows 
programmer to directly implements threads in the program. The 
results of the experiment were tested against different data size 
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with different number of processors, and showed a good 
performance compared with sequential version. 

In [19], authors implemented a parallel dynamic programming 
algorithm on multicore architecture in cognitive radio ad hoc 
networks (CRAHNs), the results showed a significant gain in 
terms of execution time.  

In [20], authors implemented a parallel version of Breadth First 
Search (BFS) algorithm on multicore CPUs which show a great 
enhancing in the performance over current implementation as the 
size of the graph increases. 

In [21], authors developed a parallel algorithm for the Euclidean 
Distance Map (EDM) which is a 2-D array and each element in it 
stores a value with its Euclidean distance between it and the 
nearest black pixel. The implementation was done on two parallel 
platforms multicore processors and GPU. The results showed an 
enhancing in the speed when using multicore platform for a 
specific input size 10000x10000 image size over GPU and 
sequential version 

Authors in [22] implemented a sequential and parallel version of 
Viola-Joins face detection on multicore platform, the results that 
increasing number of cores for face detection in the image will 
increase speed up even though for big size image. 

In [23], authors analyses the performance improvement of a 
parallel algorithm on multicore systems and show that a 
significant speed up achieved on multicore systems with the 
parallel algorithm. 

In [24], authors mapped 4 implementations for Advanced 
Encryption Standard (AES) cipher algorithm on a fine-grained 
many-core system with eight cores online and six offline key 
expansions for a small design and 107 and 137 cores online and 
offline respectively for a largest design. The proposed design 
showed a higher throughput per unit of chip area and 8.2-18.1 
times higher energy efficiency. 

A summary for the results concluded from above mentioned 
works is shown in table2. 

3.1. Discussion and Analysis 

Many applications had been implemented in parallel using 
multicore platform to solve large and small problems as shown 
before. Some works implemented large algorithms in parallel 
such as Genetic [25], PSO [26], Tabu search algorithm [27] and 
more.  

In order to evaluate the performance of such parallel 
implementations, there are some aspects that affect on the 
performance of the algorithms and need to be taken into 
consideration when evaluating parallel algorithm results. The 
main reason of using multicore architecture is to increase speed 
of the running program by dividing it into small pieces and run 
each piece independently on a single core. This means as many 
cores we have, will get faster execution! But it is not the proper 

scenario that happens at real, adding more processors does not 
implies faster execution, as there are many other aspects that 
effect on the execution speed of the processor, like problem size, 
data input, communications between cores which is related to the 
interconnection network and computations needed on each core 
which is related to the problem. On the other hand, more cores on 
the processor need more power consumption which will reduce 
performance of the system which make companies like IBM, Intel 
to develop an enhanced version of the multicore chip that reduce 
power consumption. 

The cache utilization in the multicore is shared between cores 
which increase cache access time, and this involve a higher 
percentage to access memory which in turn effects on the 
execution and performance. It can be reduced by implementing 
cache levels in a hierarchical design and including more cores in 
the processor which will decrease access time to the cache. 

Degree of parallelism on each core allows instructions to run 
simultaneously to increase performance by increasing throughput. 
Pipelining is one of the techniques used to execute instructions in 
stages where number of instructions in the pipeline equal to 
number of stages. On the thread level, achieving parallelism is 
different here where program is divided into small pieces (threads) 
that run simultaneously in a synchronized manner such as Round 
Robin. The degree of parallelism could be decreased here when a 
starvation event happens where one thread take CPU time and 
keep all other waiting for execution which decrease performance.   

Another problem that may happen here is Race condition when 
two threads need to access the same resource which also cause the 
system to get in to a deadlock. 

Power, high power consumption causes the chip to have much 
heating and may be unreliable to do calculations and need much 
cooling. Many approaches had been used to reduce overheating in 
cores such as Stop & Go, Thread Migration(TM), and Dynamic 
Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [28]. The main source 
that cause heating in the core is frequency which is not easy to 
optimize as it proportional to both performance and power. 

Problem size, small input size leads to slowdown parallelism, 
because the communication will be high comparing to the 
computation done by each core. On the other hand, large input 
size may effect on the speed up and efficiency. As the problem 
size increases, the speed up and efficiency will increase to a 
specific limit depending on number of cores and cache size. 

Many other aspects may effect on the performance of the 
multicore architecture, such as efficiency (keeping all cores busy 
during execution), architecture design issues, RAM size, parallel 
programming language, etc. 

4. Distributed memory computers 

It is a message-passing system where each processor has its own 
memory and all processors are connected by each other through a 
high-speed communication link. As each processor has its own 
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memory, the memory addresses in one processor do not map to 
another processor. The data exchange between processors 
explicitly by message-passing. The architecture of the distributing 
memory is shown in Figure 7. 

Memory CPU CPU Memory

Memory MemoryCPU CPU 

network

 

Figure 7: Distributed memory architecture [29] 

In a distributed system there is no shared common physical clock 
which inherits asynchrony amongst the processors that do not 
share the same physical clock. And no shared memory as each 
computer in the distributed system has its own memory, the nodes 
can communicate between each other through message passing 
[29]. 

Advantages of distributed memory architecture 

• Memory is scalable with the number of processors.  
• Increase the number of processors, the size of memory 

increases proportionally.  
• Each processor can rapidly access its own memory without 

interference and without the overhead incurred with trying 
to maintain cache coherence. 

• Cost effectiveness: can use commodity, off-theshelf 
processors and networking. 

Disadvantages of distributed memory architecture 

• Difficult to program: Programmer has to handle data 
communication between processors. 

• Non-uniform memory access (NUMA) times.  

It may be difficult to map existing data structures, based on 
global memory, to distributed memory organization. 

Examples for parallel distributed computers are: 

1. Cluster Computing: a set of parallel and distributed 
computers that are connected through a high-speed network. 
They work together in the execution of compute intensive and 
data intensive tasks that would be not feasible to execute on 
a single computer [30]. The cluster has a high availability by 
keeping on redundant nodes to be used when some of the 
existing failed which increase performance of the system [31]. 
Each cluster consists of multiple computers that are 
connected with each other and share computational work load 
as a single virtual computer. The work is distributed among 

different computers which results in balancing load between 
them. 

2. Grid computing: is a type of parallel and distributed 
computers which combines a set of computers from different 
domains to solve a problem and reach a common goal [32]. 
Grid computing divides the program between different 
computers by using a middleware to do that.  

3. Cloud computing: is type of parallel and distributed system 
that consists of a set of interconnected and virtualized 
computers that provide a service to be delivered as an 
application i.e. infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as 
a service (PaaS), software as a service (SaaS) etc [33].  

4.1. Parallel Distributed Algorithm Models 

The parallel algorithm model is a technique used to decompose 
tasks properly, mapping them by applying an appropriate 
strategy to decrease overhead [34, 35, 36]. A set of parallel 
distributed algorithms is listed in this section.   

1. The Data-Parallel model: this model is simple which assigns 
tasks to the computing elements statically where each task 
does the same operations but with different data [36]. The 
parallelism occurs as the processors operate similar 
operations, but the operations may be executed in phases 
having different data [36, 37]. 

2. The Task Graph Model: this model used task dependency 
graph to map tasks to  the processors [36, 37]. 

3. The Work Pool Model: is a dynamic mapping technique that 
assigns tasks by centralized or decentralized fashion to 
achieve load balancing. whenever the process becomes 
available, it is added to the global work pool [36, 37]. 

4. The Master-Slave Model: in this model there is one node 
designated as a master while all other nodes are slaves [38, 
39]. The master node generates work and distributes it among 
all other nodes. The slaves do the work and master node 
collects then results. 

5. The Pipeline or Producer-Consumer Model: in this model, 
the data is passed through a pipeline which consists of a set 
of stages where the output from one stage becomes an input 
to the next one to achieve overlapping [40].  

6. Hybrid model: which combines two models to form a new 
one.   

Comparison between distributed system and multiprocessors is 
shown in table 3. 

5. Conclusion  

The number of cores in the multiprocessor chip is increasing very 
rapidly every new generation of CPU. With each new generation 
the performance of it is increased. Many factors affect on the 
performance of multicore processor. This paper gives an overview 
for the evolution of multicore, compares between Dual and Quad, 
and survey a number of the recent works that had been 
implemented using multicore platform. The results of presented 
works show that increasing number of cores in the multicore 
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processors does not mean to get higher performance nor a speedup. 
The speed up of the system will be increased to a number of cores, 
where after that value the performance of the system will not be 
increased more.  

Other factors have an influence on the efficiency and performance 
of multicore system such as RAM size, problem size, degree of 
parallelism, power and more as mentioned before. 

A comparison between multiprocessor and distributed parallel 
system is made, it shows that distributed system is scalable, has a 
high degree of transparency but harder to be programmed, while 
multiprocessor system is not scalable, has a high degree of 
transparency and easy to be programmed. 

As more applications and programs are developed to take 
advantage of multicore architecture, the designing and 
performance issues will be a challenge for most of the commercial 
industrial companies. 
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Table 1: A comparison between Single core, Dual core and Quad core 
Difference criteria Single core  Dual Core Quad Core 
Description  Use Single Core processor 

to process different 
operations, this type of 
processor used by many 
devices such as 
smartphones 

Processor with two cores 
on a single integrated 
circuit, which acts as a 
single unit, each of these 
cores have a separated 
controller and cache which 
allow them to work faster. 

Contains two dual core 
processor on a single chip, 
with all its property and 
performance. 

Execution speed Runs slower based on 
sequential execution for 
tasks. 

Perform tasks faster based 
on parallel execution for 
impendent tasks 

One of the best systems of 
multi-tasking, based on 
that it can execute a lot of 
tasks while other systems 
start up. 

Multi task possibility Possible by pre-emptive 
round robin scheduling 

Possible Possible 

Power usage Less Power Usage, to 
execute single core process 
processor take less power if 
comparing with others. 

Wastes power more than 
single core because it need 
more cooling  

Low battery life and can’t 
be used for battery 
powered devices. 

Application support Word processing, surfing, 
browsing checking email, 
mobile applications, sensor 
applications and IOT 
devices 

Flash-enabled web 
browsing. 

Voice GPS systems and 
multi-player and video 
editing. 

Parallel execution for 
tasks 

Can execute other process 
while still work on first 
task but this depends on the 
application 

It has two complete two 
execution units which can 
execute different 
instructions completely if 
there is no dependency  

This architecture consists 
of two separated dual core 
which can execute double 
of what dual core can 
execute. 

Need for cooling  Using less power which 
produces less heat which 
means that no need for 
advance cooling  

Need for cooling but not 
much cooling 

Need for advance cooling 
which consume a lot of 
energy 
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Table 2: summary for different parallel implementations results 
Research Ref. No Problem area Conclusion  

[15] Clustering algorithm, 
“Proclus 

Using parallel implementation, gained a large 
enhancement in terms of speed up. 

[16] Solving maxflow problem 
using CRO   algorithm 

The level of speed up enhancement is large from 
sequential level to parallel with two cores, then the 
enhancement is not increased much as the input size 
increases.  

[17] Security, RSA algorithm Many core architectures are more powerful for heavy 
computations with high speed up. Throughput can affect 
on the speed up. 

[18] Merge Sort Increasing number of the threads leads to an increase in 
the problem size that can be handled which reflects 
scalability of parallel algorithm 

[19] dynamic programming 
algorithm applied in 
cognitive radio ad hoc 
networks 

Using more threads does not necessarily decrease 
execution time. Indeed, with a large number of threads, 
we have more parallelism and therefore more 
communications that impact the execution time. 

[20] Graph, BFS algorithm single high-end GPU performs as well as a quad-socket 
high-end CPU system for BFS execution; the governing 
factor for performance was primarily random memory 
access bandwidth 

[21] Compute Euclidean 
Distance Map (EDM) 

Considering many programming issues of the GPU 
system such as coalescing access of global memory, 
shared memory bank conflicts and partition camping can 
affect on acceleration.  

[22] Image processing, Face 
Detection algorithm  

Increasing number of cores for face detection will 
increase speed up for face detection for big size of 
images 

[23] Matrix multiplication 
algorithm 

Execution time can be reduced when using parallel 
implementation but after a certain input size 

[24] Security, AES algorithm The fine-grained many core system is recommended for 
AES implementation in terms of energy efficiency. 

 
Table 3: Comparison between distributed system and multiprocessors 

 Multiprocessor Parallel 
System 

Distributed Parallel System 

Scalability Harder Easier 
Programmability Easier Harder 

Degree of transparency  High  Very high 
Architecture  Homogeneous Heterogeneous  

Basic of communication Shared memory  Message passing 
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